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it is today: the centralized, efficient, recog-
nized professional association that most so-
cial workers take for granted. As we shall
hear in these interviews, this involved a lot of
hard work and developing and implementing
a vision of NASW, which significantly
changed the nature of the organization and
has endured.

Chauncey held many other leadership
positions - directing agencies and regional as-
sociations, leading professional organizations,
teaching social work at the graduate level—
too numerous to include here (see attached
summary of resume). He also published tnany
articles, essays, chapters, op-ed pieces, and
delivered numerous papers and speeches.
Chauncey's involvement in community
projects and initiatives as well as his service
on agency boards is Herculean. If anyone
could be called "Mr. Social Work," it is
Chauncey Alexander.

This is the first of three interviews con-
ducted with Chatmcey in September of 2002.
(The remaining two will be published in fu-
ture issues of Reflections). They were held
in Chauncey's home in Southem Cahfomia,
with his wife Sally present. I had never met
Chauncey before these interviews, although I
was well aware ofhis leadership of NASW.
Chauncey was open and gracious with his
time and willingness to share professional and
personal stories and perspectives. He had also
been weakened by a number of physical ail-
ments and treatments. It was very helpñal to
have Sally present as she filled in some gaps.

Interviewer's Introduction
Some social work leaders are larger than

life when you only know them from a dis-
tance, solely from their professional roles.
When I mentioned to some of my colleagues
that I would be interviewing Chauncey
Alexander, there was often a sense of awe,
as well as fond recollections from those who
knew him. After all, Chauncey was the Ex-
ecutive Director of the National Association
of Social Workers from 1969-1982, a time
when the profession coalesced and developed
in stature and clout, as well as a time of mas-
sive social change and turbulence. Chauncey
was at the helm when NASW became what
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prodded Chauncey with leading questions and
directly responded to my questions with her
own knowledge and perspectives. In the first
interview, we focused on what led up to
Chauncey's career as a social worker: his
family and community influences, childhood,
military service and work in a number of in-
teresting professions before becoming a so-
cial worker. The second interview tracks
Chauncey's professional career, particularly
his work as Director of NASW. The final in-
terview considers Chauncey's later work and
affords him the opportunity to reflect on his
career, the state of the country and social
work's obligations and challenges.

The public figure is often a more com-
plex person than meets the eye. For those
who know Chauncey in his leadership roles,
who would suspect that he was disruptive at
school? That he stole and was a bootlegger
during his childhood? He also endured accu-
sations of being a commitnist and other forms
of red-baiting throughout much of his career.
As a young man, he worked as a longshore-
man, as a replacement for striking workers,
which involved some dangerous, potentially
violent situations, although these stories sound
humorous when described by such an es-
teemed citizen and professional leader.

A theme that is developed in these inter-
views is Chauncey's ability to see both sides
of an issue and his capacity to effectively work
with diverse and disparate people, in a vari-
ety of jobs and settings. For example,
Chauncey managed to work as a union orga-
nizer with the legendary trade union leader
Harry Bridges, despite confiding to Bridges
that he had previously been a "scab" while
working as a longshoreman. While growing
up during the Depression, he had íüends who
were honor students and pals who were in-
volved with Uquor running. He was adamantly
against the Vietnam War, despite having a son
serving in the military and a brother who died
in the conflict. Chauncey understood both
sides of the tracks and perhaps this helped to

sustain his unceasing compassion for those
who are socially marginalized and disadvan-
taged and his strong commitment to quality
services and social justice. Chauncey is a
straight shooter and a man with integrity; he
was not afraid to resign if he felt that the situ-
ation called for it. He demonstrated courage
in the face of adversity and a strong moral
compass. Social workers, our clients and
consumers and our society have aU benefited
from his work. Here is his stoiy as told to me
last September.

Interview One

Josh Miller: You've obviously had an
extremely illustrious career. I would be inter-
ested in hearing about what led up to that
career: how did you get involved in social
work at all, and particularly social work ad-
ministration?

Chauncey Alexander: I was raised in
Kansas City, Missouri and was there until I
was eleven. My father was a banker at first,
and then became a used car salesman. And
so our life was very much middle class. And,
until I was thirteen or fourteen I was quite
religious because [my father] taught Sunday
school.

JM: What denomination?

CA: Methodist most of the time. My life
turned around radically when I was thirteen
or fourteen because [we moved] to Califor-
nia, right at the end of the Depression. We
were very poor.

JM: Is that why your family moved?

CA: No, we moved because my dad was
fairly wealthy, because he had made money
in Kansas City and he moved to California
for a new life and new interests. For the first
few years, things were plentiful but then the
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Depression hit and his business went to hell
and he came out [to Caüfomia]. He was very
much into medicine and science and devel-
oped this healing lamp that was used for help-
ing people in trouble.

Sally: Is that the lamp that didn't cast
any shadow?

CA: No, that was the second one -
(laughs) - he developed an operating lamp
that didn't cast shadows on the operation.
He was very much into science and scientific
things and medicine.

JM: He invented these lamps?

CA: Yes. We ate the business when the
Depression came. Gradually, by selling off
pieces of it we managed to continue to live
during that time. I had been very religious, as
I think most social workers tend to be. When
I was nine I had read through the Bible totally
to find out what was going on. I rejected re-
ligion at about fourteen or fifteen, because
there were a number of contradictions that I
ran into. One was that they rode one of the
ministers out of the church because he had
been consorting with a woman. I knew that
two or three other men of the church had been
consorting with her. She was very popular
(laughs). That contradiction made me angry.
And I was arguing with my father constantly
about religious matters. I was constantly see-
ing contradictions in religion. I think it was
partly connected to the anger that I was feel-
ing about the situation: Tough times, I didn't
have what a lot of the other kids had. And I
was fighting with my father on various issues
at the time that were mostly family matters,
so that was a point where I rejected religion
entirely and I began to feel more comfort-
able.

JM: Can I ask you a couple of ques-
tions about that?

CA: Of course.

JM: It sounds like you had been deeply
religious when you were younger.

CA:Yes.

JM: And that this was also very tied into
your father's passionate beliefs.

CA: Very much so.

JM: And then you're saying you became
very disillusioned. And the two things you
mentioned were that you saw some of the
hypocrisy within the church and experienced
the Depression, kind of like: "How could this
happen?" Was that part of your loss of faith?

CA: Yes. Because there were so many
things that I saw where a good and gentle
God would not allow such things to happen.
So I rejected that and that was an important
part of my professional development. The
other part of it was that I was always going to
be a doctor because my grandfather was a
physician and I was always told all my life,
when I was young, that I looked like my
grandfather and was going to be a doctor.
[My grandfather] was a country doctor in a
small town in Missouri. I always took sub-
jects around medicine and did so with the in-
tent ofbeing a doctor up until my last year in
college, when it became evident that I would
never have the economic opportunity to do
it. So I shifted to psychology.

JM: So it was really due to economic
reasons that you decided not to pursue a
medical career.

CA: Yes. But at the same time, I was
excited and interested in psychology. I went
to Glendale Junior College for two years and
then was accepted into UCLA. In the sum-
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mer, after I had just graduated from high
school, I had a telling experience. My ñiend
Al Smith and I were looking for jobs and we
answered a query for people to work on ships.
We both applied and were accepted. I was
handling the Captain's mess. About the time
we shipped out, the 1934 longshoreman
strike had hit in San Francisco and we were
on the way to San Francisco. We were
stranded for two or three days in the harbor.
During that time, the crew mutinied and took
off to work as longshoremen because there
was great pay. There was nothing else for us
to do, so we went with them and got hired on
there as strike breakers. I remember it well
because as I was signing up there was a big
box (laughs), next to the table. I looked into
the box and there were guns and knives and
everything that people were disposing of
when they came on the ship (laughs). Al left
but I didn't have the opportunity to leave be-
cause I didn't have any money, so I stayed
there. I had no knowledge of what a strike
was anyway, growing up in Glendale. To-
wards the end of the strike we hired a boat to
take us to get out; the whole waterfront was
enclosed with barbed wire and you couldn't
get through one way or the other unless you
were let through and we were strikebreak-
ers. So we hired a boat and it took us to where
the ferries would come in and we slipped in a
door as the ferry was letting people off so we
would merge with the people, to avoid being
noticed. But we were picked up, I don't know
how they knew, but we were picked up and
followed. And so we got on and off street-
cars and noticed people were following us,
and finally lost them. By that time I was in the
company of two or three people who were
helpful, they were older men, I was just a
young guy so they were very helpful. We
stayed a couple of days in San Francisco in a
small hotel and finally got the bus back to
Glendale. I had all kinds of experiences of
manhood during that time.

Sally: Tell us.

CA: One was that there was a guy that
was in our crew (they had 18 to a crew and
in the moming they would send you out to
different places, different ships to load or un-
load) who was, I think, mentally ill. He was
always very hostile to everybody. We were
working a job and he starting picking on me
and we wound up in a fight. I didn't feel like I
had any argument with him and it was a
strange experience that I should have to be in
a fight with this guy (laughs). So we were
fighting down in the hold of the ship with very
imeven surfaces. I would slap him hard across
the face when he ' d get near me and kept him
away from me. He was trying to hit me as
hard as he could (laughs). So I would just
dance around him and keep away from him
and at the same time I would try to keep him
off of me and finally he got so tired that he
just couldn't fight anymore. It was a telling
thing for me because I could have demolished
him, I think, but didn't. I felt like I shouldn't
hurt a person like that.

JM: It sounds like you also leamed to
restrain yourself, that you didn't want to hurt
him, because you saw that he had some prob-
lems with his own control.

CA: Yes. I guess that's so. I hadn't thought
about that before, but I think that's right. I felt
like I could just move in and knock him over
and but I didn't do that because he was a
sick person.

JM: Here you were, 18 and working as
a strikebreaker and working with some pretty
tough guys doing really hard work. When you
think back on that now, what do you feel you
took away from that, that stayed with you in
your career, in your life, if anything?

CA: Well, I remember specifically then,
going back and entering college at the time
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that I felt a great deal of confidence because
I had been in a situation with tough guys, al-
though a lot of them were not tough (laughs).

JM: Tough on the surface?

CA: A lot of people were in that strike
for economic purposes.

JM: They were desperate?

CA: Yes. For example I was in the ship,
we had bunks and the fellow who was in the
bunk beneath, next to me, was a young farmer
from middle Califomia, and he was down
there only because he had no other place to
work. On weekends he would slip out and
get away somehow, and come back on Mon-
days and work there all week. Things like
that. They were telling. I leamed a lot. One of
the people took me under his wing, a tall guy
who had been an engineer, who was out of
work and he protected me a couple of times
from people.

JM: I guess what I'm hearing you say is
that doing this really took you outside of your
usual comfort zone.

CA: Very much.

JM: And that you took away from this a
sense of confidence because if you could
handle this you could handle other situations.

CA:Yes.

JM: There were men who you leamed
from, who taught you things.

CA: There were, yes. I think that's true
because when I went into college at the time
I felt like I had had more life experience than
some of the people around me.

JM: I imagine you did.

CA: One of the interesting things about
that is that later I was a union organizer for a
short while and one of the people I worked
for was Harry Bridges.

JM: Wow. Just for the sake of people
who don't remember Harry Bridges, say who
he was.

CA: He was the head of the ILU. [Inter-
national Longshoremen Union] He ran the
strike....

Sally: That you broke - you were one of
the strikebreakers.

CA: (laughs) He didn't know that. And
at the time, he would come down to South-
em Califomia and we ' d have meetings about
every two weeks. We'd get plans of what to
do and what we were organizing. I staried
driving Harry to the airport. So one time I
told him the story about my working as a
strikebreaker. I was very tremulous about it.

JM: Sure.

CA: (laughs) It was a terrible thing to do.
But, I told Harry about it and he started laugh-
ing. I felt all the fear just wash away (laughs).
It was a very telling experience. We had a
good relationship after that.

JM: What was he like as a person?

CA: A very down to business kind of guy.
He would get right to the things that he needed
to. I had this job organizing architects, engi-
neers, chemists, and technicians [for the
longshoreman's union]. It was very difficult,
and I was organizing Lockheed. On one of
my trips taking him to the airport I started
telling him about what I was doing and a prob-
lem I had. In a matter of a few minutes, he
just layed out a plan and an idea of how to
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organize these guys. It was special because
they were all middle class, upper class work-
ers, a very difficult group to deal with. I was
just astounded by what he told me about how
to go about it.

JM: I don't want to jump ahead, but as
I was reading some of the things you've writ-
ten and thinking of your career, something that
stood out for me was your capacity to see a
lot of different sides of things, like Harry
Bridges. I mean, here you were a strike-
breaker at one point and then you were a
union organizer. It sounds like early on, you
had to see things from a number of different
perspectives.

C A: Well, I leamed that, I think.

JM: Do you think that influenced your
ability, too, to see the bigger picture and a
variety of perspectives?

CA: I guess that did. I think that was al-
ways an advantage that I had, to see many
sides of things.

JM: The other thing that I remember
reading about is how when you were hired
by Whitney Young, one of the things that in-
terested him about you was that you had clear
plans about things and here you are describ-
ing Harry Bridges as somebody who, when
you would ask him for advice, gave you very
clear plans. I don't know if you see the con-
nection or not.

CA: (laughs) I don't know whether there
was a connection there. So much of every-
thing seemed like a learning experience to me.

JM: Chauncey, can I go back a bit to
your family and childhood? You talked about
your father and what you did and the influ-
ence he had and the stmggles you had with
religion. Where did your mother fit in, while

this was going on, because I thought I had
read somewhere that she also did a lot of
volunteer work and that this had an influence
on you.

CA: Well, my mother was a very strong
woman and had great influence on our lives.
She always gave us an idea of what to do
and what not to do and how to do it. She
was a farmer's daughter, one of eleven chil-
dren. She was extremely active in the com-
munity. In Glendale she was head of the Sal-
vation Army effort as a volunteer and she was
extremely active in the Democratic Party
(laughs).

JM: Did that have an influence on your
interest in eventually going into human ser-
vices and social work?

CA: It probably had a great influence. In
the first place, she had me woridng in a lot of
these places. Also, my sociology professor
at UCLA asked me what I was going to do
when I had graduated in '34, and I told him I
didn't know. He suggested I apply for a job
in social work and I thought that was a good
idea so I went down and I went to the wel-
fare office for a job. I met this very nice woman
who interviewed me and then said that she
didn't think I belonged in social work (laughs).
She didn't think I should be in social work, at
least at that time, because all of my jobs were
in industry and I didn't have any experience
with people. I went home and was really de-
pressed and my mother asked me about it.
So she said, "You go down and see the su-
pervisor" (whom she knew). So I went down
and met him and he talked about everything
except the thing I was interested in for about
a half an hour, told me all the ways he was
doing good. Then he asked me what I was
interested in, and I said I was interested in
the job over at the welfare office. So he
picked up the phone and called them and I
went over and saw the same woman and she
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welcomed me with open arms. She said that
she thought she had a very good job for me
(laughs).

JM: What did you make in her change
of stance about your suitability for social
work?

CA: I leamed a lot about politics (laughs).

JM: (laughs) It sounds like it. So before
we leave yotir youth.. .I'm interested in this
because people know you as an adult.. .but
as a child, what kind of person were you?

CA: Oh gosh, I'm not sure I know
(laughs).

JM: (laughs) Did you have lots of friends?

CA:Yes.

JM: Were you a good student?

CA: I was a good student from one stand-
point and a bad student from another. I was
always in trouble.

JM: Really?

CA: Always.

Sally: He had red hair.

JM: Does that explain it? (laughs)

C A: Yes. In the first place, I went through
the first five grades in Missouri without being
able to see. The way I handled that was I
would walk up to put paper in the wastebas-
ket and then I would read everything I could
on the board and then go back to my seat. It
wasn't until I came to CaHfomia that they ex-
amined my eyes and gave me glasses.

JM: Is that why you were getting into
trouble? -

CA: That was probably some of it. It fi-
nally got so bad that every Friday, I would
have to come to the teacher and she would
give me a note as to whether or not I had
been good enough during the week to go to
the show on Saturday (laughs). That was their
way of handling it.

JM: It wasn't like you were getting into
fights with kids or you were not listening or
not doing your work...

CA: No, I was just pestering everybody
and just making it difficult, I guess, for the
teacher to teach. And asking questions and
raising my hand and doing all kinds of things
like that. I was a fast learner.

JM: You were saying you were a fast
learner, do you think that was part of why
you were getting into trouble, that you were
sometimes just getting bored with things and
you were in a sense working at a faster pace
than the teacher and perhaps the class?

CA: Yes, yes, I do remember being
bored. It wasn't until the time I got in coUege
that I felt challenged by a subject, and then
that was deUghtfiil.

Sally: One of the stories that fascinated
me was his fKendship with two different kinds
of people. He had fHends who were always
getting in trouble and he had friends that were
good guys. A couple of his friends have ended
up in jail.. .tell him a little bit about that.

This is during the time of "prohibition."

CA: This was '30 to '34. We were very
poor at that time.

JM: In Glendale?
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C A: It was a middle class town, but ev-
erybody was poor.

JM: That's interesting.

CA: Yes and I wore one pair of pants to
school for the entire year. Every night I
pressed those pants. And they were red and
I only had them because my aunt bought them
for me. I hated them because they were red
(laughs). That was the type of problem we
had and we always had something to eat be-
cause Mom would always arrange it some
way. So I felt I had an understanding of pov-
erty.

Sally: So how did you make money in
Prohibition? Come on, tell the story.

CA: (laughs) Well, one of the things that
I did the last couple years of high school was
I and the minister's son were bootleggers for
the high school. The [professional] bootleg-
gers rented a house three or four blocks away
and would puU in there at night with their trucks
and then would deliver it somewhere. So we
got to stealing the liquor and selling it to the...

JM: Stealing their liquor?

CA: Yes, stealing their liquor.

JM: Wasn't that a bit dangerous?

CA: Mm-hmm (laughs).

Sally: Yes (laughs).

JM: Wasn't that taking a bit of a risk?

CA: Yes. The last two times that we stole
anything from them, they heard us, came out,
and shot at us as we were loping across the
field. We sold the liquor to the kids at lunch-
time. We had a regular supply operation,
some of the kids in the school would let us

know that somebody was producing wine at
their house; so we would go and steal the
wine and then sell it at school. This ended
when we heard about a fellow that was mak-
ing wine in his garage and we stole a huge,
regular size barrel frill of wine. It must have
weighed a couple of hundred pounds because
we couldn't carry it.

I never told anyone about this. We put it
on the end of the car and balanced it there,
and then I was on one running board and one
of the other guys was on the other mnning
board, holding it on there. So we took off
and it was just about slipping away from us
so we stopped tinder a light. The pouce rolled
up next to us and asked us what we were
doing. Then they saw the wine. So they took
us to the police station and questioned us for
about three hours. And it tumed out that they
were talking about a man whose daughter was
really the queen of Hoover High. She was a
very beautiful girl and he was the bootlegger
for the area. They were questioning us be-
cause they thought we were working for him.
We spent three hours there and finally they
tumed us loose and kept the barrel.

JM: And that ended your career?

CA: (laughs) And that ended our career.

JM: I assume that your parents didn't
know that this was going on.

CA: Oh, yes. The police took us home
at about 3:00 in the moming.

Sally: What'd your mother do then?

CA: She was, of course, upset, and so
was my dad. There was nothing to say, they
knew it was bad business and they didn't want
me doing such things and she was a popular
woman in town. It didn't help her reputation
any.
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JM: So it sounds like you were hanging
out with two different groups of kids.

CA: The difference was very significant.
One group was the school leaders and were
economically better, and the other group was
economically very poor. The poorer ones
went to San Quentin. The wealthier ones were
officers in the army and got good positions.

JM: So you could really see very differ-
ent trajectories for people depending on their
class.

C A: Exactly. You certainly could.

JM: And were the people who were from
poorer families the ones who were involved
in the bootlegging with you?

CA: They were. With the poorer group,
our prime objective was to take off and steal
food. We would drive around until we saw a
house where there was a party going on and
then we would come around and work our
way around the back, get in the back door or
back window or something and steal enough
food for all of us.

JM: You must have been awñiUy hungry.

CA: I don't know whether we were hun-
gry for food; we might have been hungry for
something else. But we certainly enjoyed it.
And it involved a number of things. It involved
the ability to get over high fences; it tested
your abuity to do these things.

JM: It sounds like it was such a com-
plex time, moving to Califomia at this time in
Califomia's history, the depression, people
hanging together, some people being well-off,
some people suddenly becoming very poor.

CA:Yes.

JM: But it's also interesting to me that it
sounds like as an adolescent and also as a
young adult that sometimes you would do
things on the other sides of the rules, as it
were, like, the food and the bootlegging or
the strike breaking.

CA: I think it helped my ability to see
differences, to see what was happening to
people.

JM: To help you realize why people
ended up doing what they did?

CA: Why they got in trouble. And why it
was wrong to put them in prison.

JM: Did you have any siblings?

CA: Yes. I had two brothers and a sister.
My sister is living. My brother, Kenny, who
is next to me, was a good athlete too. He got
in enough trouble and went to jail.

JM: Was he younger than you?

CA: Yes, he was two years younger.

JM: Same types of activities that you
were doing?

CA: Uh-huh. Similar. But in high school
we ran with different crowds and he was a
good student but he got in difficulty. (Becomes
sad and emotional.)

JM: Sometimes these conversations
bring up some old, painful things.

CA: Well, he meant a lot to me. I tried to
keep him out of jaü, but it didn't work and he
got out of jail by going into the army. And he
went in and went to Hawaii and was there
when things struck.

JM: So he was in Pearl Harbor?
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CA: Yes. He was at work for a general
who was in charge of all of the Asian theater
and he had, he had thirty one [missions] over
Tokyo. I don't know why the hell I'm crying
(laughs).

Sally: It's crazy! He never does this
(laughs)!

JM: Well, it sounds like it's a strong feel-
ing you are really getting in touch with as you
go through this.

CA: I must be (laughs).

JM: Did Kenny survive the war?

CA: Yes, he did. He later became Lucius
Clay's navigator.

JM: Who was Lucius Clay?

CA: Lucius Clay was head of all the
armed forces and so he traveled all over the
world, and at the latter part of the war, and
after the war he left the military and became a
consultant. He was in charge of the whole
research program for the Air Force and he
was on that job when he died of a heart at-
tack. We were always fighting and I was close
to him and yet I wasn't.

JM: A complicated relationship?

CA: Yes, and it wasn't until years later
when we were both in the army that we kind
of got together and, it melded our relation-
ship together.

Sally: And George, tell him about
George.

CA: George was about eight or ten years
younger. We both took him under our wing
and taught him as much as we could and (be-

comes choked up, laughs) he didn't get into
trouble. He later became a pilot in the navy.
He was lost in Vietnam. He was flying a
couple of officials somewhere and the plane
disappeared.

JM: I can't imagine what it was like for
you, having to deal with social workers, par-
ticularly when you were at NASW, many of
whom were against the war and were liberal
people in the peace movement, and you lost
a brother in the war. It must have been very
hard to have that happen.

CA: I was very much against the war.
Sally and I were marching; we were doing
whatever we could against the war.

Sally: His son was over in Vietnam.

JM: So you had family members who
were involved, and yet you were personally
against it

C A: My son was in the Vietnam War and
he was a sergeant in the army.

JM: Just going back to WWII, you were
not called up?

CA: Actually I was called up seven times.
The fellow at our draft board was very angry
about the fact that he hadn't been accepted
for a job as a social worker, and I was a so-
cial worker and I was not in the army, so I
got drafted. It was after the Battle of the Bulge,
and so they were drafting everybody. I went
to the induction center and they noted I was
a social worker and referred me to a psy-
chiatrist. I became his assistant.

Sally: Were you not doing at that time
psychiatric social work?

CA: Yes, I had been a psychiatric social
worker.
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JM: So you already had your master's
degree?

CA: Yes. I was already out of it, and the
psychiatrist was Phil Shapiro, who was a ter-
rifrc guy, very progressive and from San Fran-
cisco. And he and I worked together for a
year or so at the induction station. Our job
was to keep people out of the muitary (laughs).
And then Phil and I were moved to start the
first social work military program for taking
care of guys who were coming back.

JM: People who had like shell shock,
and what we would now call Post Traumatic
Stress Disorder?

CA: Yes. We started the first general ser-
vices, a psychiatric unit for this. I was a PFC
(Private First Class) then and remained a PFC
during my entire military career (laughs).

Sally: There's a reason.

CA: Because I had worked as a union
oi^anizer.

JM: So that in a sense haunted you in
your career in the muitary?

CA: But that was the way it was.

Sally: How did you get out, to fransfer
to the Philippines?

CA: I was working hard and we got an
officer in there, who had been in the police
department and he was going after all the radi-
cals. Plus the fact that we had revolt at the, at
the camp. We had a group of about 60 guys
who had been on the first islands and nobody
could handle them. They were very tough and
they came to our place and we were working
with them and they precipitated this action,
which was a revolt against the fellow who was

the head of the camp. Phil Shapiro and I did
all kinds of therapy, [including art therapy].
Phü did a statue of Michelangelo's David. This
[former police officer] came in and he saw
this statue and went up to it and snatched the
genitals oft"of it, saying, "What's this going on
here? We can't have this! You'll have all these
soldiers masturbating around the place." That
was the kind of nut he was (laughs).

JM: A sensitive, compassionate kind of

guy-

CA: Yes(laughs). And his actions led to
this revolt by the guys, and we were asked
about it, and told him exactly what we thought.
Some weeks later I got transferred out of the
outfit. In five days, I was on my way to the
Pacific on a ship going to Japan. While we
were on our way peace was declared. So
we were detoured and went to the Philip-
pines. And so in the Philippines, I went to the
nearest hospital and said, "I'm a psychiatric
social worker. Do you need any?" And they
said, "Oh yeah" quick, and they got me trans-
ferred there real fast. I was there about two
or three days and then I was transferred back
(laughs). This happened twice, so then I gave
up.

JM: But why was that, Chauncey?

CA: Because I had been a union orga-
nizer.

JM: Still that same thing.

CA:. . .and I had a record as being a radi-
cal, so...

JM: So it kind of followed you.

CA:Ohyes.

Sally: Forever.
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CA: In many ways it led me (laughs).

JM: It led you and followed you.

Chauncey went on to describe his rela-
tionship witii the Huckalaps, Filipinos who had
fought the Japanese and were now protest-
ing over their job conditions. Chauncey ad-
vised the "Hucks," drawing on his experience
as a union organizer and advocated within the
military on their behalf He showed me a col-
lection of Filipino woodcuts that depict the
Japanese slaughtering Filipinos as weU as dem-
onstrations that occurred while Chauncey was
there.

TO BE CONTINUED
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